Terra-X Rules (Nov 30, 2019)
1) All snowmobiles and racers must meet, understand, and follow the MASTERS “General Rules,” and the MASTERS
reserves the right to change, modify, and adapt any and all rules whereby the racers will be notified of the rule changes
either before the event via e-mail, Facebook page, and/or at the mandatory racers meeting.
2) All racers, and anyone entering the Pit area and/or the race course acknowledges and accepts the danger of racing,
and/or being on the property of the race, and that danger may result in injury and/or death.
3) All snowmobiles must have an operating tether, and meet MASTERS Officials Safety Standards.
4) All racers must have Upper Body Protection, eye protection, and have no exposed skin.
5) All snowmobiles must have a color contrasting number on BOTH sides of the sled, or on the windshield, that is clearly
visible to a MASTERS Official.
6) All sleds entering and competing in a STOCK class, can have no engine altercations or modifications. A STOCK sled can
have aftermarket skis, and track. A racer can enter his/her sled in more than one class, however no sled can compete by
more than one racer in a class.
7) A 3 cylinder 4 stroke is allowed to compete in Stock 600, a 4-cylinder 4 stroke is allowed to compete in Stock 860.
8) If enough Turbo sleds are entered, a specific class will be offered for them. If not enough Turbo’s enter to make a class,
then it will be up to those entered in TOP DOG whether they will allow the Turbo to compete in TOP DOG.
9) The MASTERS reserves the right to eliminate a class if not enough entries in the class with a FULL refund to those that
enter the class that has been eliminated. The MASTERS may also add a class if enough entries are warranted, however
the trophy’s and/or cash for that class will be either mailed out or handed out at the next race. This includes the
possibility of a Women’s class, Fan cooled class, or even modifications to the Junior Class.
10) A sled or racer that hits a course marker will be assessed a 5 second penalty per course marker.
11) If a racer totally misses a course marker and/or goes off the course, that racer is allowed to safely go back and go
through the course that he/she missed, however the clock will remain running.
12) The racer must keep his snowmobile under control and come to a complete stop within the prescribed area after the
finish line.
13) The 120 cc classes is for children between the ages of 4 and 12. A 12 year old, with MASTERS Officials approval, will be
allowed to enter the Junior Class.
14) Junior Class is for racers between 12 and 17, and they are allowed to compete on a snowmobile 600 cc or less.
15) ALL racers under the age of 18 is required to have a waiver of liability signed in front of either a Notary of the Public or a
MASTERS official, where BOTH LEGAL parents of the minor is required to sign the Waiver of Liability. ABSOLUTELY no
exceptions.
16) A racer is not to start the run until notice is given by the MASTERS Officials.
17) In case of a tie on the timed qualifying runs, those in the tie will run another run, with that run determining the final
qualifying time.
18) For the 2 sled Class Championship, the racer with the best qualifying time will choose his/her position at the starting
line, providing that racer gives enough room for his/her competitor to safely start the race.
19) A racer is given the choice as to take a jump or take the prescribed course around the jump.
20) Starting line prep will be decided at the start of the event.
21) If a snowmobiler falls off his/her sled, he/she is allowed to get back on the sled and continue to compete. If a
snowmobiler falls off his/her sled in the Class Finals, the other racer is ALLOWED to go off the course and back on the
course BEFORE the next course marker. If a racer does not SAFELY go around the snowmobiler that is off his/her sled,
that snowmobiler may be disqualified as determined by a MASTERS official.
22) For all Trophy only classes, trophies will go to the two racers that advance to the class final. For the cash purse classes,
`1st Place trophy and 75% of class entry fee’s, 2nd place get’s 25% of class entry fees, but no trophy. Trophy’s will be
handed out the day of the race and will not be sent to the racers after the day of the race., same with the cash awards.

